STOP CHOPING DOWN TREES

I am here to say.

We should stop chopping down trees

I am here to say that I truly believe that and rain forest’s because you will destroy the natural environment.

Firstly, it is bad for all of the humans in the world. Many scientists believe that the humans that are in the world will be breathing in polluted oxygen. Humans will breathe it in and get very sick. It will get even worse if they keep cutting the trees down.
Secondly, if the choppers and loggers keep cutting down their natural habitats down for all the flora and fauna they will not feed. Also it will be too expensive to buy cold supplies or even your bills, because it will be too expensive.

Thirdly, there are many species on earth like scorpions, thorny devils, fennec foxes, orang-utan, common blue butterflies and many more fabulous creatures that are on the extinction list.
We should not cut down any tree that ever exists or it can take over 100 years to grow back. So I truly positively think that we should not cut any more tree’s down.

BABY JAGUAR SAD.